Overlay of thermal and visual medical images using skin detection and image registration.
Thermography captures the temperature distribution of the human skin and is employed in various medical applications. Often it is useful to cross-reference the resulting thermograms with visual images of the patient, either to see which part of the anatomy is affected by a certain disease or to judge the efficacy of the treatment. An attractive approach to provide this information is to overlay the two image types and show a composite image to the clinician. Producing such an overlay however is a non-trivial task due to differences in image capturing conditions of the two modalities. In this paper we introduce an approach that produces accurate overlays of thermal and visual medical images. First unnecessary background information of the visual part are removed by an image segmentation step based on skin detection. The thermal image is then aligned through an intensity based image registration technique. Experimental results based on an set of visual-thermal image pairs demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach.